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Speed of ion-trap quantum-information processors
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We investigate theoretically the speed limit of quantum gate operations for ion trap quantum information
processors. The proposed methods use laser pulses for quantum gates that entangle the electronic and vibra-
tional degrees of freedom of the trapped ions. Two of these methods are studied in detail and for both of them
the speed is limited by a combination of the recoil frequency of the relevant electronic transition, and the
vibrational frequency in the trap. We have experimentally studied the gate operations below and above this
speed limit. In the latter case, the fidelity is reduced, in agreement with our theoretical findings.

PACS number~s!: 03.67.Lx, 32.80.Lg, 32.80.Qk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental methods that allow both coherent cont
and rapid and reliable measurement of the quantum s
have been available for some time for single ions held in
traps. In an influential paper, Cirac and Zoller@1# showed
furthermore how laser manipulation of a string of ions in
linear ion trap can achieve general coherent evolution of
joint state of the ions, using currently available technolog
and with good scaling properties. Specifically, the coher
evolution can be driven so as to realize any unitary trans
mation on the joint state of the ions, including transitio
from product states to entangled states. Soon after their
oretical work, the essential ingredients of the method w
realized experimentally for a single trapped ion@2#, and
more recently two ions were driven from a product state
an entangled state with around 90% fidelity using clos
related ideas@3#. The entanglement is created without t
need to use a random process, in contrast to other experim
tal approaches.

The combination of universal driven unitary evolution,
exponential scaling of the available Hilbert space with s
tem size, and reliable measurement of the resulting state
the essential ingredients for a future quantum computer.
scaling of system size in this argument is measured by
way the whole physical apparatus becomes larger, and
eration of quantum logic gates slower, as more qubits
added to the system. In the case of the linear ion trap,
adding of further qubits~ions! into the trap is straightfor-
ward. The growth of the physical apparatus, and the slow
down of the processing, is dominated by the optical and e
tronic equipment needed to control the ions. This growth a
slowdown is a polynomial, not exponential, function of t
number of qubits, for small numbers of qubits. Techni
problems will place a limit, as yet unknown, on the highe
number of qubits that might be feasible, but below this lim
the ion trap has the good scaling properties that allow
essential principles of quantum computing to be experim
tally realized. Hence, laser-cooled ion-trap experiments h
a dual interest both for studying new avenues in atom
physics~e.g., interferometry with entangled particles! and for
1050-2947/2000/62~4!/042305~9!/$15.00 62 0423
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understanding quantum information processing in a spec
realizable system.

In this paper, we examine, both theoretically and expe
mentally, the speed with which general processing ope
tions can be driven in the ion-trap system. We are concer
with the intrinsic limitations imposed by the physics of th
system, such as the tightness of the trap and the presen
a rich energy-level structure in the vibrational modes. T
initial proposal of Cirac and Zoller showed how to driv
quantum operations in the limit of small Rabi frequen
~slow operations!, and initial experiments have been in th
limit. Our aim here is to clarify the tradeoff between prec
sion and speed of the quantum logic gates, and to derive
optimal way to operate the processor. This optimum is
compromise between speed-associated problems such a
resonant excitation of unwanted transitions, and the ba
decoherence rate due to environmental coupling that
limit the performance when the gates are too slow. Our m
observation is to confirm the statement in@4#, that the maxi-
mum gate rate obtained by the Cirac-Zoller method scale
the geometric mean of the trap vibrational frequency and
recoil frequency associated with the multi-ion string. This
in contrast to statements made elsewhere that the maxim
gate rate is roughly proportional to the vibrational frequen
though this faster rate may be available if further tricks a
adopted, such as excitation in the node of a laser stan
wave@1#. We extend the discussion in@4# by making a quan-
titative statement, Eq.~20!, of the relation between speed an
precision of the gate.

We also calculate the maximum gate rate for the meth
proposed by Monroeet al. @5#, where a controlled-not opera
tion is achieved without the need for an additional transit
and laser frequency, by driving multiple Rabi cycles on t
carrier, for well-chosen values of the Lamb-Dicke parame

We experimentally study the Cirac-Zoller method, using
single trapped Calcium ion cooled to the ground state of
motion in one dimension. The experiments are akin to th
in @2,6# where the methods were first demonstrated for o
ion, except that we examine the regime as yet unexplo
where the gate rate is above the recoil frequency, so tha
calculations carried out in the small Rabi frequency limit a
no longer appropriate.
©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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TABLE I. Matrix element for vibrational-state-changing transitions.

Cnm 0 1 2 3

0 1 ih 2h2/A2 2 ih3/A6
1 ih (12h2) iA2h(12h2/2) 2A3/2h2(12h2/3)
2 2h2/A2 iA2h(12h2/2) (122h21h4/2) iA3h(12h21h4/6)
3 2 ih3/A6 2A3/2h2(12h2/3) iA3h(12h21h4/6) 123h213h4/22h6/6
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The paper is set out as follows. Section II presents
theory of the logic gates, and calculations of their fidelity
a function of the main parameters, primarily the Rabi f
quency of the atom-light interaction, and the trap tightne
The calculations involve numerical solution of the Sch¨-
dinger equation for the system. We note the need to tune
laser light to the resonant frequency correctly, that is, tak
into account the light shift~ac Stark shift! of the levels. We
present results in the first instance considering only
mode of vibration of the ion string, and then in Sec. II G w
briefly discuss the influence of the other modes. Section
presents our experiments. We cool a single trapped calc
ion to the ground state of the motion in one dimension, a
then observe Rabi flopping on the first blue motional si
band of the narrow 729-nm transition. By driving the sid
band in the regime where the Rabi frequency is of the or
of the trap vibrational frequency, we observe the expec
tradeoff between speed and precision of the operatio
caused by off-resonant excitation of unwanted motio
states.

II. THEORY OF SWITCHING RATE

A. Preliminaries

Consider a string of two or more ions in a linear trap. T
trap is strongly confining alongx andy directions, and less
strongly confining along thez axis. We will assume motion
in x andy directions is unexcited, and consider one norm
mode of vibration of the ion string alongz, writing its angu-
lar frequencyvz . The other normal modes alongz will be
assumed to be unexcited throughout.~We will consider the
element of approximation introduced by this assumption
the end.! For brevity, we will refer to this vibrational degre
of freedom as ‘‘the normal mode’’ or ‘‘the vibration.’’ It has
an evenly spaced ladder of energy levelsEn5(n
11/2)\vz . Typically, in an experiment one would choos
the mode of interest to be the second or third, i.e.,vz

5A3vz,cm or A29/5vz,cm, wherevz,cm is the frequency of
the center-of-mass mode. For modes other than the cent
mass, the Lamb-Dicke parameter describing the ion-li
coupling will vary from one ion to another@7#, but this pre-
sents no problem as long as it is taken into account w
choosing laser pulse intensities and/or durations. We
assume that the laser light is directed onto one ion at a ti

The Lamb-Dicke parameter ish5h1 /AN, whereN is the
number of ions, andh15AER /\vz. ER5(r\kz)

2/(2M ) is
the recoil energy for a single ion initially at rest undergoi
a p pulse interaction with the laser field;kz is thez compo-
nent of the wave vectork of the laser field,M is the mass of
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the ion, andr 51 for a single-photon transition, andr 52 for
a Raman transition assuming the geometryk1z52k2z for the
two Raman beams. Examples of recoil frequenciesER /h are
given in Table II.

We will assume throughout thath,1. This is the regime
in which the ion-trap processor is used in practice, both
cause it facilitates the initial cooling to the ground state
motion, and because the processor then runs faster, a
will discuss.

The Cirac-Zoller method adopts the internal state of e
ion as a qubit~we restrict attention to two internal states a
thus one qubit per ion!. Gates between qubits are obtain
via excitation of the common vibrational mode, and me
surement of the state of one or more qubits is by observ
fluorescence. The method uses the fact that arbitrary sin
qubit rotations, combined with any one two-qubit gate su
as controlled-not (CX) or controlled-rotation (CZ), between
arbitrary pairs of qubits, form a universal set@8–10#. That is,
any unitary transformation can be decomposed into elem
from the set. In the trapped ion system, a single-qubit ro
tion is a transition in the internal state of a single ion, driv
by a laser pulse. ACX between the internal states of any pa
of ionsA andB is achieved by a swap~S! operation between
the internal state ofA and the vibration, followed byCX
between the vibration and the internal state of ionB ~with
vibration as control, ion internal state as target! followed by
S again on ionA. Therefore, the only operations that wi
concern us are single-qubit rotations, andSand CX between
a single ion and the vibration. All of these are achieved
excitation of a chosen transition. The unwanted off-reson
excitation of other transitions are the main subject of t
paper.

The strength of the ion-laser interaction is parametriz
by the Rabi frequency, given by

Vnm5^nuexp„ih~ â†1â!…um&V free ~1!

[CnmV, ~2!

whereV free is the Rabi frequency for a free ion, the statesun&
are vibrational energy eigenstates,V5exp(2h2/2)V free, and
the factorCnm is given by the following Eq.~3!. Values of
Cnm are listed in Table I for the low-lying vibrational levels

Cnm5Am!n! ~ ih! u f 2mu

3 (
j 50

min(m,n)
~21! jh2 j

j ! ~ j 1un2mu!! „min~m,n!2 j …!
. ~3!
5-2
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SPEED OF ION-TRAP QUANTUM-INFORMATION PROCESSORS PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042305
The single-qubit rotations can be much faster than
two-qubit gates, because the energy separation\v0 of the
internal energy levels is much larger than that of the vib
tional levels, and by choosing a laser-beam directionkz50
~single-photon transition! or k1z5k2z ~Raman transition!, the
Lamb-Dicke parameter can be made to vanish during sin
qubit operations, which means these operations do
couple to the vibrational state (Cnm becomesdnm). There-
fore, for Dn50, V can be large compared tovz without
causing off-resonant excitation ofDn5” 0 transitions. There-
fore, the speed of the ion-trap processor is limited by thS
and CX gates.

TheSgate is achieved by ap pulse on either the first red
vibrational sideband, that is, at frequencyv02vz , or the
first blue vibrational sideband at frequencyv01vz . The du-
ration of theS gate is therefore

TS5
p

hV
, ~4!

where the gate becomes exact in the limitV→0. The choice
of red or blue sideband can be dictated by experimental c
venience. The two are equivalent in terms of their quant
computational effect, since the logical operations produ
can be made identical simply by relabeling the states~i.e.,
changing which internal state of the ion is called 0, a
which is called 1!. We will treat the red sideband througho
our theoretical discussion, but the results will apply equa
to blue-sideband excitation. In fact, we used a blue sideb
in the experiments described in Sec. III.

We will consider two methods for theCXgate. The first is
that described in the original proposal of Cirac and Zoll
where CX is obtained by single-bit rotations~Hadamard
gates! combined with CZ, and CZ is obtained from a 2p
pulse on the first red sideband~or blue, depending on the
relative positions of the levels! of an auxiliary transition in
the ion, i.e., laser frequencyvaux2vz , gate duration

TC15
2p

hV
. ~5!

The other method is that of Monroeet al. @5#, who pro-
posed using a 2mp-pulse on the carrier~frequencyv0),
where m is an integer andh251/(2m). This is especially
useful if an auxiliary transition is not available. When th
vibrational state isun50&, this drives an integer number o
Rabi oscillations of the internal state, while if the vibration
state is un51&, this drives a half-integer number of Ra
oscillations, sinceC11512h25(2m21)/(2m). The meth-
od requiresh to be fixed in the experiment to one of th
special values 1/A2m, which is easily done in practice b
adjusting the trap confinement and/or laser-beam direct
The duration of aCX gate by the Monroe method is

TC25
2mp

V
5

p

h2V
. ~6!

Since the ion trap is operated withh,1, it might be thought
that TC2 is necessarily greater thanTC1. In fact, this is not
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necessarily the case, since these gate times are limited b
maximum allowable Rabi frequencyV, and this can depend
on the type of gate.

Sorensen and Molmer@11,12# have proposed a genera
method to implement gates such as controlled-not us
bichromatic laser fields, achieving good fidelity even wh
the vibrational degrees of freedom are not in their grou
state. The speed limitations of this method have rece
been reexamined@13#, so we will not discuss it here, othe
than to say the method appears to be useful.

B. Solution of time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation

Our aim is to find the maximum switching speed of t
processor. It is seen from Eqs.~4!–~6! that this is determined
by the maximum allowable Rabi frequency during the ga
that operate on the vibrational state. The Rabi frequency c
not be arbitrarily large, because in the limitV@vz , the evo-
lution would be independent of the vibrational state.

In order to find the maximum Rabi frequency, we need
solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for the sys
tem, without making the approximation of smallV. We as-
sume a two-level ion. This means we will not explicitly e
amine the type ofCX gate that uses an auxiliary level@Eq.
~5!#, but in any case this operation is closely related to thS
operation that we will examine, so results for the rate oS
will apply to this type ofCX apart from the factor 2. We will
studyS and the MonroeCX gate.

The Hamiltonian for the ion that is being illuminated b
the laser during a given gate is

H5H01HI , ~7!

where H0 is diagonal, with diagonal elements given b
\(0,vz ,2vz , . . . ,v0 ,v01vz ,v012vz , . . . ), and the in-
teraction Hamiltonian

HI5\
V

2 S 0 ĈeivLt

Ĉ†e2 ivLt 0
D , ~8!

whereĈ is the matrix having elementsCnm . Note that the
only approximation so far is to ignore the other vibration
modes.

We first adopt a frame rotating with the laser frequen
uc̃(t)&5Uuc(t)&, whereU is a diagonal unitary matrix, with
diagonal elements exp(i$21,21,21, . . . ,1,1,1, . . . %vLt/2).
The states uc̃(t)& satisfy the Schro¨dinger equation
i\(d/dt)uc̃&5H̃uc̃&, where H̃[ i\(dU/dt)U†1UHU† is
now a time-independent Hamiltonian. We can therefo
write the solution to the Schro¨dinger equation

uc̃~ t !&5e2 iH̃ t/\uc̃~0!&[V†e2 iVH̃V†t/\Vuc̃~0!&, ~9!

whereV is the matrix of eigenvectors ofH̃, so thatVH̃V† is
diagonal.

The quantity of interest, from the point of view of quan
tum information processing in the trap, is the final state
pressed as a superposition of computational basis states.
5-3
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A. STEANE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 042305
t50, the computational basis states areuũ(0)&5uu(0)&, then
at other times they are exp(2iH̃0t/\)uũ(0)& since then the co-
efficients ^ũ(t)uc̃(t)& do not evolve in the absence of ga
operations. Therefore, we would like to calculate

^u~0!ue2 i (H̃2H̃0)t/\uc~0!&. ~10!

Define P[exp@2i(H̃2H̃0)t/\#, and letG be the precise
unitary operator for the intended gate. Then the degree
which the laser pulse produces the intended gate is give
the overlap between the final state and one that would
obtained fromG. To indicate the degree of imperfection o
the laser pulse operation, we therefore calculate

f min5min
c

z^cuG†Puc& z2 ~11!

and define the imprecision to bee5(12 f min)
1/2.

Let us comment on whether or note5” 0 represents imper
fection in the system. We are assuming no imperfection
the sense of unknown dynamics~e.g., laser intensity and fre
quency noise!. Therefore, as long as we can calculate n
merically the effect of the laser pulse operation, we ha
accurate knowledge of the expected state of the system
fact that the laser pulse gate differs from any particu
‘‘ideal’’ gate is not a source of any imprecision at all. How
ever, the intention is to use the ion trap as a quantum p
cessor, to do quantum calculations that we lack the com
ing power to simulate classically. Putting together ma
laser pulses, we are therefore assuming we cannot predic
effect on the whole quantum process of havinge5” 0 in all
the operations. Thereforee must be regarded as imprecisio
in the device, which must be minimized.

The question of driving complicated evolution in a pr
dictable manner is central to other techniques such as N
spectroscopy, and there exist methods to combine pu
causing different types of driven rotation in order to undo
effect of certain terms in the Hamiltonian. Equivalent me
ods can almost certainly be found for the ion-trap system,
in any case operations close to ideal ones will remain
best starting point for any such method.

C. Performance without correction for light shift

In this section, we will examine the operation of the pr
cessor in the regimeh,1, in the case that the light shift
~a.c. Stark shifts! are not taken into account when choosi
the laser pulse frequency, phase, and duration.

First consider theS gate: ap pulse on the first red side
band. We setvL5v02vz in ~II B !, and examine the eigen
values ofH̃. The separations between the eigenvalues en
one to deduce the Rabi flopping frequencies and the l
shifts in the system. The Rabi flopping frequency on
un50&↔un51& transition ishV, as expected, which con
firms that the gate time isTS5p/(hV) as in Eq.~4!.

The frequency of the transition is shifted by

Dv5
1

2 S 11
h2

2 D S V

vz
D 2

vz1
1

8 S V

vz
D 4

vz1•••. ~12!
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This is primarily the light shift caused by the presence
Dn50 transitions, which are off-resonant byvz .

As was noted by Winelandet al. @14#, the primary error in
the gate operation is caused by the light shiftDv, which can
be significant compared to the Rabi flopping frequencyhV.
To understand its effect, we now model the transition
interest, that isug,n51&↔ue,n50&, as a two-level system
driven by ap pulse off-resonant byDv. The only term in
the propagator of first order inDv is i (Dv/a)sin(at/2),
wherea25h2V21Dv2. PuttinghVt5p, we obtain

e.U iDv

a U. V

2hvz
. ~13!

Therefore, to attain a given gate precisione, the Rabi fre-
quency must satisfyV<2ehvz , which gives

1

TS
5

hV

p
<

2e

p
h2vz ~14!

54e
ER

Nh
. ~15!

The result thus has the simple form that the processor sp
for swap operations is limited by theN-ion recoil frequency.

Next, consider theCX gate using the special Lamb-Dick
parameter method of Monroeet al., that is, a 2mp-pulse on
the carrier with 2m51/h2. SubstitutingvL5v0 into ~II B !,
and examining the eigenvalues ofH̃, we find the transition
frequencies are shifted by

Dv.
~hV!2

vz
. ~16!

Since Dv!V, the light shifts for this gate are much les
significant. Modeling each driven transition as a two-lev
system, using the same method described above for thS
gate, we find that the effect ofDv is e.h2V/vz . This is
small compared to the effect of off-resonant excitation
Dn561 transitions. These are driven in the regime whe
the detuning is large compared to their Rabi frequency, le
ing to a propagator with terms of orderA2hV/vz , so we
find

e.
A2hV

vz
. ~17!

SettingV<evz /A2h, we find

1

TC2
<A2eAER

Nh

vz

2p
, V!vz . ~18!

It might appear from this that the gate speed can incre
without limit by using a tight trap, but this is a false impre
sion because the expression is only valid in the regimeV
!vz , which means it is only valid for a gate rate that
small compared toh2vz /p.ER /(Nh).
5-4
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D. Gates with correction for light shift: Red sideband

The light shift is readily corrected for by tuning the las
frequency to accurate resonance with the light-shifted tra
tion frequency@14#. We will now describe the correct lase
pulse frequency, phase, and duration, and derive an exp
sion for the imprecision caused by the primary remain
unwanted effect, which is off-resonant excitation. We fi
that the recoil frequency still strongly influences the proc
sor speed.

We have studied this problem by numerically evaluat
expressions~10! and ~11!. Only vibrational levels withn
,4 were included, thus yielding an 838 propagator matrix.
When further vibrational levels were included in the calc
lation, the results were not significantly affected.

We find that the best implementation of a swap gate
obtained when the laser frequency is tuned to the lig
shifted frequency of the first red sideband:vL5v02vz
1Dv, whereDv is given by Eq.~12!. The gate time is still
as in Eq.~4!. With no further adjustments, this produces
propagator close toUfS whereS is a perfect swap operato
and Uf is diagonal with diagonal element
exp(i$1,1,1, . . . ,21,21,21, . . .%DvTS/2). Therefore, to
produce the intended gate, the system must be fur
evolved by an application ofUf

† . This is equivalent to ap-
plying subsequent laser pulses with a correspondingly
justed phase. Therefore the swap gate is completed by ch
ing the phase of the oscillator used in the experimen
apparatus to keep the laser in step with the atom’s inte
resonance~at frequencyv0), by an amountDf5DvTS .

This adjustment permits the swap gate rate to exceed
recoil frequency. The term in the system propagatorP that
now gives the dominant contribution to the imprecisione is
off-resonant excitation ofDn50 transitions. We expect th
amplitude for this process to be of orderV/AV21vz

2. Our
numerical calculations confirm this, giving

e.
V

A2~V21vz
2!

.
V

A2vz

~19!

for the remaining imprecision in the adjusted swap operat
Therefore, the gate rate is now limited by

1

TS
<2A2eAER

Nh

vz

2p
, ~20!

which is 2A2e times the geometric mean of theN-ion recoil
frequency and the vibrational frequency of the chosen n
mal mode.

If an auxilliary transition is available, the above argume
will hold for the CZ gate implemented by a 2p-pulse to the
first vibrational sideband of the auxilliary transition, the on
difference is that the gate rate at givene is half that for the
SWAP gate (TC152TS).

E. Carrier

The Monroe methodCX gate is executed by a laser pul
at the carrier frequency. The speed limit given by Eq.~18!
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cannot be exceeded, since it is caused by off-resonant e
tation that cannot be avoided. However, we are intereste
the behavior outside the region of validity of Eq.~18!, that is,
whenV;vz .

Whenh is small butV is not, the precision of the opera
tion need not be limited by off-resonant excitation ofDn5
61 transitions, since their rate is low. The source of imp
cision instead comes from the fact that the dynamics of
system can no longer be pictured as separate Rabi flop
on the n50↔0 transition and then51↔1 transition.
Rather, the interaction Hamiltonian drives the set of vib
tional levelsn50,1,2, . . .;V/vz as a single entity. The re
sult is that the evolution from an initial stateun50& is almost
the same as the evolution from an initial stateun51&. There-
fore the Rabi flopping must be driven for a longer time b
fore a CX gate is obtained, and the gate speed cease
increase withV. The rate obtained atV;vz was found to be
the maximum. Recalling the expression~6! for TC2, it is seen
that this maximum is approximately the recoil frequency.

In the regionV;vz , the gate can be optimized simply b
adjusting the pulse duration. The correct pulse length is
preciselyp/(h2V), but differs from this by an amount o
orderp/(hV). We have not found any simple expression f
this adjustment, we surmise that this is because it is a c
plicated function of all the light shifts in the multi-level sys
tem. To run a processor in practice, the correction to the g
time can either be calculated numerically, or measured
perimentally. By this adjustment, we were able to extend
region of validity of expression~18! up toV.0.5vz . Oper-
ating at this limit, the gate rate is always equal to theN-ion
recoil frequency, independent of the trap tightness, but
gate becomes more precise as the trap gets tighter@e
.h/A2, expression~17!#.

One way to use the carrier excitation method to achie
faster CX gates, is to use higher vibrational levels such
un52& ~in conjunction withun50&). However, this would
mean that theS gate would have to drive the second re
sideband, making it slower~the expected limitation at sma
h being off-resonant excitation ofDn50 transitions!. There-
fore only small gains, if any, are available by this route.

F. Sensitivity to laser-intensity fluctuations

Although our main purpose is to study limitations im
posed by the unavoidable properties of the system, we c
ment here on the sensitivity to one source of technical no
namely laser intensity fluctuations, since these partially lim
our experiments described in Sec. III. The laser drives R
flopping at frequencyhV for the Cirac-Zoller swap gate, an
at frequencyV for the Monroe gate. If, owing to intensity
fluctuations,V is imprecise byDV then the action of either
gate will be imprecise bye.TShDV/p ande.TC2DV/p,
respectively. We therefore findDV/V.e for the swap gate
~also for the closely relatedCZ gate!, whereasDV/V
.h2e for the Monroe gate.

G. Allowance for all the normal modes

The only approximation we made was to neglect all b
one of the normal modes of oscillation of the ion strin
5-5
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When we relax this assumption, the main features of
more general problem can be understood in terms of the R
frequencies and the normal mode frequencies. To keep
notation clear, we will describe a case of three norm
modes, which we will labelx, y, and z, but the discussion
readily generalizes to more normal modes. In our exp
ments described in Sec. III, there is a just a single ion, so
modes of interest are indeed vibration along the princi
axes of the trap, but the modes here labeledx, y, andz could
equally refer to different normal modes of thez oscillation of
a three-ion string, in the case where the two other directi
of oscillation are frozen out owing to the linear geome
~that is, they have much higher frequency, and are prep
in the ground state!. Equation~2! is replaced by

V~nx ,mx!~ny ,my!~nz ,mz!

5Cnxmx
~hx!Cnymy

~hy!Cnzmz
~hz!V ~21!

in an obvious notation, where we now redefineV
[exp@2(hx

21hy
21hz

2)/2#V free. There are two regimes to
consider. In the case that all the modes are prepared
close to the ground state, the main effect is that the light s
is no longer that given by Eq.~12!, but one given by a sum
of light shifts related to all the possible transitions. This
easily compensated by a suitable adjustment to the laser
quency. The limit on precision therefore remains that due
off-resonant transitions. For excitation on the red sideb
(nz50, mz51), in addition to carrier transitions excited of
resonant byvz with Rabi frequencyV, there are also side
band transitions excited off-resonant byvx2vz and vy
2vz , with Rabi frequencieshxV and hyV, respectively.
Since the latter contribute at a higher order inh compared to
the carrier term, they are negligible unless two modes
close in frequency. For a linear ion string, the separation
the lowest mode frequencies is large enough that the a
tional terms make little contribution. Therefore our previo
discussion, including Eqs.~19! and ~20!, remains valid. In
the experiments described in Sec. III, on the other hand,vy
2vz.0.025vz so unwanted excitation of they sideband has
to be taken into account.

For the carrier excitation, in addition to thez sidebands
excited off-resonant byvz with Rabi frequencyhzV, there
are also sideband transitions excited off-resonant byvx and
vy with Rabi frequencies (12hz

2)hxV and (12hz
2)hyV,

respectively. These contribute at the same order inh as thez
sidebands, and result in a change to Eq.~18! by a numerical
factor of order unity.

Our experiments were carried out with only one mo
cooled to the ground state. The other two modes had rou
thermal distributions with mean vibrational quantum numb
of order 10. The result of this is to blur all the Rabi freque
cies and light shifts, since each time a givenz transition is
excited, the Rabi frequency depends on thex and y vibra-
tional quantum numbers

V~nx ,nx!~ny ,ny!~nz ,mz!.~12nxhx
2!~12nyhy

2!Cnzmz
V.
~22!
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We are able to fit our experimental results by calculat
the evolution for each value ofnx ,ny , and then averaging
over a thermal population of thex andy vibrations.

H. Summary

In conclusion, we find that the swap gate and the Cir
Zoller type of controlled-phase gate can be made faster,
given level of precision, by making the trap tighter, but t
speed increase is only in proportion tovz

1/2. This is in agree-
ment with earlier work@4#, but here we have added a preci
quantitative statement of the tradeoff between speed and
cision. Some previous studies have adoptedTS;p/vz for
the purpose of making rough estimates, but we find the e
thus introduced is significant; for example, it leads to
overestimate of the switching rate by two orders of mag
tude in@15#. By exciting the ion in the node of laser standin
wave, it is possible to avoid~or greatly reduce! the off-
resonant carrier excitation@1,7#, thereforeTS;p/vz may be
available, but this involves a significant extra complicati
of the experiment that may render it unfeasible in pract
@16#.

The ‘‘magic Lamb-Dicke parameter’’ method of Monro
et al.cannot be speeded up indefinitely, it has a natural sp
limit given by the recoil frequency.

There are advantages in having the ions spaced by a
cron or more, in order to allow laser addressing of one ion
a time, and/or resolving the fluorescence from different io
with appropriate imaging optics@17#. If we set a limits for
the smallest permissible seperation of the closest ions in
string during processing, we obtain@15,4#

vz,cm
2 ,

8e2

4pe0Ms3N1.71
. ~23!

Putting this in Eq.~20!, and adopting the breathing mod
vz5A3vz,cm, we obtain for the fastest swap gate rate,
given precision and ion spacing,

1

TS
.2.5S e2

4pe0
D 1/4

eS ER

h D 1/2 1

M1/4s3/4N0.93
. ~24!

If we approximate theN dependence asN21, and sets
510l wherel is the laser wavelength, then we arrive at
‘‘gate time per ion’’ that depends only on the choice of io
and transition, at givene. This quantity,TS /N, is given in
Table II for some example transitions, for the case of 99
gate fidelity~i.e., e50.1).

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe our experimental investig
tions, carried out in conditions where the Rabi frequen
Vsideband[hVcarrier of the sideband excitation is significantl
above the recoil frequency. We thus are able to investig
the regime where the speed of execution of the gates de
mines the fidelity of operation.

We use a single trapped40Ca1 ion to demonstrate the
principle of quantum information processing. The electro
5-6
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TABLE II. Relevant parameters for the implementation of quantum information in trapped ions: w
length, recoil frequencies for qubit candidate ions, assuming 45 ° angle between laser wave vector az
axis. Minimum gate time per ion for 99% fidelitySWAP gates, for three example transitions. The gate time
ion, TS /N, is given by Eq.~24!, for the casee50.1, s510l.3,4,7 mm.

Ion Mass Qubit Basis Transition

Recoil
Frequency

~kHz!

Gate Time
Per Ion
(ms)

Beryllium 9 hyperfine ground states F52 F51 313 nm Raman 452 1.26
Calcium 40 Zeeman ground statesS61/2 397 nm Raman 63 5.6
Calcium 40 S1/2 ground andD5/2 metastable state 729 nm single-photon 4.7 34
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uS1/2, m521/2& ground state and the metastableuD5/2, m
525/2& state~1s lifetime! are used to implement one qub
We apply a 4-Gauss bias magnetic field to lift the deg
eracy of sublevels in the ground- and excited-state m
folds. The qubit can be coherently manipulated by laser li
at 729 nm~see Table II!. Two basic operations are demo
strated. First there is the single-qubit rotation that only
fects the individual internal electronic state, and secon
we perform the swap operation that entangles the electr
state of the ion and its vibrational state. We did not inve
gate the Monroeet al. CX gate because our experiments i
volved small Lamb-Dicke parameters of order 0.045. In t
regime, the Monroe method is;500 times more sensitive
than the Cirac-Zoller method to laser intensity noise a
thermal populations in spectator modes, and we found i
be unworkable in these experiments.

We store the ion in a conventional spherical-quadrup
Paul trap with trap frequenciesvx,y,z52p(4.0,1.925,1.850)
MHz. To acquire each experimental data point, at given v
ues of the parameters, we run a series of 100 cycles. A si
experimental cycle is made up of five stages, which are~i!

FIG. 1. ~a! Rabi oscillations on the carrier. We excite theDn
50 transition with a laser power of 100 mW and observe aV
5(2p)1090 kHz Rabi frequency. A contrast of better than 95%
reached forp and 2p pulses.~b! Rabi oscillations on the blue
sideband at 4 mW excitation power. At this low power the contr
for p and 2p pulses is 95% and 80%, respectively.
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Doppler cooling,~ii ! sideband cooling,~iii ! coherent driven
evolution,~iv! observation of fluorescence, and~v! deshelv-
ing. We then record the fractionPD of the 100 cycles in
which fluorescence was observed in the penultimate stag

In more detail, the five stages of a cycle are as follow
Doppler cooling is performed on theuS1/2& to uP1/2& 397-nm
electric dipole transition. The electronic ground state is th
prepared in a pureuS1/2,m521/2& state by optical pumping
The ion is cooled to the vibrational ground state of thevz
mode by applying sideband cooling on theuS1/2,m5
21/2&↔uD5/2,m525/2& electric quadrupole transition a
729 nm. A full description of the trap and the cooling pr
cedure is given in Ref.@6#. The wave vectork of the 729-nm
radiation is nearly perpendicular to they direction, and has
an angle of 40 ° and 50 ° to thez and x directions. The
corresponding values ofhx,y,z

729nm are ~0.04,0.01,0.045!. In the
qubit operation step, theuS1/2,m521/2&↔uD5/2,m5
25/2& transition is excited with a laser pulse of wel
controlled frequency, intensity, and timing. Then, by mo
toring fluorescence at 397 nm under laser excitation, we
tect whether a transition to the nonfluorescing stateD5/2
occurred. The scheme allows one to discriminate betw
the internal states of the ion with an efficiency close to 10
@18–20#. In our experiment, the discrimination effiency
approximately 99.8%, limited by the lifetime of the met
stable state@21#.

Finally, the ion is again repumped~deshelved! from the
D5/2 level to the electronic ground state via theP3/2 level.
The fractionPD of cycles in which fluorescence is observe

t

FIG. 2. Relevant energy levels:uS1/2,n50&, uD5/2,n50&,
uS1/2,n51&, and uD5/2,n51&. The solid arrow indicates the blu
sideband excitation, the dotted one the off-resonant carrier ex
tion.
5-7
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FIG. 3. Rabi oscillation on the blue sideban
at 100 mW excitation laser power. See text f
details.
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indicates the population of theD5/2 level after the coheren
qubit operation step.

A. Carrier excitation

As discussed in Sec. II A, the single-qubit rotation can
driven fast and without loss in contrast, even in the ran
whereV exceeds the trap frequenciesvx,y,z , as long as the
Lamb-Dicke parameters are sufficiently small. To reach t
limit in the case of a single-photon transition under travel
wave excitation, the wave vectork of the exciting light field
should be perpendicular to the chosen vibration directi
and to the direction having next smallest vibrational f
quency. The remaining vibrational frequency must be la
compared toV. In our case, the laser is nearly perpendicu
to one of the weak confinement directions, but not the oth
so there is some unwanted excitation of the motion. A lim
to execution speed is set by the available laser power to d
the qubit transition. However, Rabi frequencies as high a
few MHz can be achieved even in the case of dipole forb
den quadrupole transitions.

Rabi oscillations on theDn50 carrier transition at a fre
quencyVcarrier52p1090 kHz are shown in Fig. 1~a!. For
this, 100 mW of light are focussed into a waist of 30mm at
the position of the ion. We observe a contrast of more th
95%, the contrast being mainly limited by the thermally d
tributed axial vibration mode (vx52p4.0 MHz!, which
causes a spread in Rabi frequency owing to then dependence
as indicated in Eq.~22!. We find that our results are consi
tent with an average over a thermal phonon distribution
the x oscillator havinĝ n&512(2).

B. Sideband excitation

The second building block is the sideband excitation,
volving a Dn5” 0 transition, here performed on thez vibra-
tion. For convenience, we adopted the first blue rather t
red sideband. The equivalence of blue and red sideband
these studies was mentioned in Sec. II A. The laser freque
was red-detuned from the blue sideband resonance~mea-
sured at low laser power! to compensate for the a.c. Sta
effect. The accuracy of theDn511 operation is therefore
limited by off-resonant excitations on theDn50 transition,
as discussed in Sec. II D~see also Fig. 2!. We indeed observe
off-resonant carrier excitation, visible as fast oscillatio
with a frequency nearvz on top of theVsideband52p48 kHz
Rabi oscillation~see Fig. 3!. Note that this frequency is fa
beyond the recoil frequency, and thus the contrast shrink
75% for ap pulse.
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If the blue sidebandvz is excited at a Rabi frequency o
Vsideband52p7.4 kHz@Fig. 1~b!#, the off-resonant carrier ex
citation is no longer detectable. A contrast of 95% for ap
pulse and 85% for a 2p pulse is measured, while Eq.~19!
predictse50.063 and hence a fidelity 99.6% for thep pulse.
Under low-power excitation, we do not observe any lig
shift.

The experimental data can be fitted by numerically so
ing the Schro¨dinger equation in the truncated basis of t
four-level system consisting ofuS1/2,n50&, uD5/2,n50&,
uS1/2,n51&, anduD5/2,n51& states~see Fig. 2!, and averag-
ing over a thermal distribution of population in the oth
vibrational modes. Three parameters in the calculation w
independently measured: the Rabi frequency on the ca
V52p1090 kHz, the Lamb-Dicke parameterhz , and the
trap frequencyvz52p1850 kHz. The detuning of the lase
field d is varied for optimum contrast and we find excelle
agreement between the data and a numerical simulation
value ofd th/2p52375 kHz~Fig. 3!. The discrepancy of 125
kHz betweend th and the experimentally determined valu
dexp/2p52250 kHz is probably caused by light shifts due
the D5/22P3/2,S1/22P1/2, and S1/22P3/2 transitions. The

FIG. 4. p pulse on the blue sideband, detailed view. The data
Fig. 3 are plotted together with a fit taking into account a therma
distributed radialy mode~see text for the set of parameters!. The
dotted line gives a prediction for optimized parameters, where
relevant vibration modes are assumed to be cooled to the gro
state, and the detuning is set for maximum contrast. A contras
92% is predicted under these optimum conditions, and the fide
12e2 given by Eq.~19! would then be 83%.
5-8
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sum of the calculated light shifts from the dipole transitio
is approximately 70 kHz.

A third contribution to the overall light shift is expecte
from the other radial~y! mode at 1.925 MHz (dv/2p575
kHz!. Each level of they-vibrational ladder is light-shifted
resulting in a change in the (ny ,ny)(1z,0z) z-sideband reso-
nance frequency by approximately (hyVcarrier)

2(ny
11)/@2(vy2vz)#5(ny11)(2p)0.8 kHz. Assuming a
mean vibrational quantum number of 25, a 20-kHz sprea
shifts is expected. To model this situation, we solved
Schrödinger equation for differenty-oscillator occupations
and averaged the results over a thermal distribution~see Fig.
4!. The loss of contrast atVt5p is dominated by this ther
mal averaging, rather than laser intensity and magnetic fi
fluctuations.

To compare the experimental findings with an optimump
pulse, for a given pulse length, we investigated numeric
the parameter space and found that an optimump pulse
~92% contrast of RabiuS21/2&↔uD25/2& oscillation! could be
achieved for a detuning ofd th/2p52355 kHz. We conclude
that the detuning chosen in the experiment was off by
kHz. Note, that the electron shelving detection method o
measures the internal-state occupation,not the vibrational
one. Hence, the measured contrast does not directly yield
fidelity. Equation ~19! predicts e50.41 for this case, and
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hence a fidelity of 83%. The 20-kHz deviation from the ide
detuning leads to a 5% loss in contrast and the therm
distributedy-vibration mode witĥ n&5^25& further reduces
the contrast to 75%. The corresponding fidelity was n
64%. For the details of thep pulse dynamics, see Fig. 4.

To conclude, we have presented a theoretical discus
of two types of quantum gates that couple the internal
state with its motion, and an experimental study of one
these. Our calculations lead to quantitative statements of
precision of the operations, taking into account the comp
Hamiltonian including all the vibrational states and the o
resonant coupling terms. These statements are given in
~17! and~18! for the Monroeet al. ‘‘magic Lamb-Dicke pa-
rameter’’ gate, and in Eqs.~19! and~20! for the Cirac-Zoller
SWAP gate. If we set a limit of a fixed number of laser wav
lengths for the spacing of the ions in a linear trap, then
arrive at a gate time per ion, for theSWAP gate, which de-
pends only on the precision and the choice of ion and tr
sition. This time is given in Eq.~24! and Table II.

In our experimental studies, we have demonstrated a c
trast of 75% for a 1/TS5100 kHzSWAP operation, and 95%
for a 1/TS514 kHz SWAP operation on a single trapped ion
These gate rates are, respectively, 21 and 3 times the rele
recoil frequency. In both cases, the contrast could be sig
cantly improved by cooling a further vibrational mode.
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